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Visit our websites at www.iswface.org and www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com to find many more examples of the lies and myths about prostitution- perpetrated by 
prostitution prohibitionists including radical feminists, religious conservatives and legislators... and the consequences for prostitutes when society accepts those lies
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REALLY, Abolitionists, you believe that arresting our non violent, non abusiveREALLY, Abolitionists, you believe that arresting our non violent, non abusive
clients will “save” even ONE sex worker or child from becoming a victim of clients will “save” even ONE sex worker or child from becoming a victim of 

“sex trafficking”? You say that even if cops have to arrest millions* of men who“sex trafficking”? You say that even if cops have to arrest millions* of men who
AREN’T exploiting us, this acceptable because “saving ONE victim” AREN’T exploiting us, this acceptable because “saving ONE victim” is worth it?is worth it?
We say you and those who agree with this lie areWe say you and those who agree with this lie are FULL OF BOVINE EXCREMENTFULL OF BOVINE EXCREMENT..

Why? Because if  that really is your motive and you truly cared about “victims”Why? Because if  that really is your motive and you truly cared about “victims”
then you would demand that cops arrest then you would demand that cops arrest THEMSELVESTHEMSELVES on the ‘outside’ chance theyon the ‘outside’ chance they
are raping the very ‘sex trafficking victims’ you fear exist- because there are plenty of them WHO DO RAPEare raping the very ‘sex trafficking victims’ you fear exist- because there are plenty of them WHO DO RAPE

US. You would also lobby to prevent them from becoming involved in any typeUS. You would also lobby to prevent them from becoming involved in any type
of personal  relationship- especially marriage- to save even ONE victim fromof personal  relationship- especially marriage- to save even ONE victim from
being beaten or killed by their law enforcement significant other, unless youbeing beaten or killed by their law enforcement significant other, unless you
don’t consider “domestic violence” to be a crime?don’t consider “domestic violence” to be a crime?

You would keep all cops away from all childrenYou would keep all cops away from all children
(including their own), never allow them near teenagers(including their own), never allow them near teenagers

(particularly those who may be in the (particularly those who may be in the 
“Explorer program” or similar mentor type situations)-“Explorer program” or similar mentor type situations)-
after all,  ‘even one child victim is too many,’ right?after all,  ‘even one child victim is too many,’ right?

There are SO MANY cops who rape children and teenagers... There are SO MANY cops who rape children and teenagers... 
or don’t THOSE victims matter to you?    or don’t THOSE victims matter to you?    

Of course you must demand an end to cops Of course you must demand an end to cops 
making traffic stops where the driver is alone andmaking traffic stops where the driver is alone and
female. There are lots of cops who view these female. There are lots of cops who view these 

situations as an opportunity for a quick BJ. Perhaps yousituations as an opportunity for a quick BJ. Perhaps you
don’t think rape is a serious crime either? Many lawdon’t think rape is a serious crime either? Many law
enforcement agencies don’t bother to investigate rapesenforcement agencies don’t bother to investigate rapes
because they claim the sex must have been consensual...because they claim the sex must have been consensual...

Speaking of rape, according to the FBI Bureau of Justice Statistics for 2014,Speaking of rape, according to the FBI Bureau of Justice Statistics for 2014,
cops in the US have a dismal record of solving ANY REPORTED crimes, cops in the US have a dismal record of solving ANY REPORTED crimes, 

including rape and sexual assault.including rape and sexual assault. OUT OF THE OUT OF THE 116,645116,645 REPORTED RAPESREPORTED RAPES
(not including sexual assaults)(not including sexual assaults) ,, law enforcement agents managed to solvelaw enforcement agents managed to solve18,31218,312 cases or cases or 15.7%,15.7%, while theywhile they
squandered scarce and valuable resources pursuing and arresting men who were NOT raping anyone andsquandered scarce and valuable resources pursuing and arresting men who were NOT raping anyone and
no one reported being their victim. Out of all the no one reported being their victim. Out of all the 11,205,83311,205,833 reported arrests made by law enforcementreported arrests made by law enforcement
agents in 2014, agents in 2014, ONLYONLY 1,777,9091,777,909 ARRESTS WERE FOR CRIMES REPORTED BY REAL VICTIMS,ARRESTS WERE FOR CRIMES REPORTED BY REAL VICTIMS, or 18.41%.or 18.41%.

Shouldn’t we send cops out to arrest predators who actually have a victim- Shouldn’t we send cops out to arrest predators who actually have a victim- 
someone who asked for help- rather than presume that adult women who charge for providing pleasure tosomeone who asked for help- rather than presume that adult women who charge for providing pleasure to

others are victims of anything other than your ignorance about sex work and ‘sex trafficking’?others are victims of anything other than your ignorance about sex work and ‘sex trafficking’?

We have compiled  lists of corrupt cops who rape, extort, pimp, solicit prostitutes; who rape CHILDREN,We have compiled  lists of corrupt cops who rape, extort, pimp, solicit prostitutes; who rape CHILDREN,
rape women at traffic stops, rape inmates and who beat and kill their wives and families. These are notrape women at traffic stops, rape inmates and who beat and kill their wives and families. These are not
‘estimates’- these are actual cases just a few of the MANY MANY more that we know exist. Often when cops‘estimates’- these are actual cases just a few of the MANY MANY more that we know exist. Often when cops

commit these hideous crimes, the press does not report it because bad cops are protected by their commit these hideous crimes, the press does not report it because bad cops are protected by their 
departments and the media. The ones we listed are not the entirety of law enforcement agents departments and the media. The ones we listed are not the entirety of law enforcement agents 

who commit these crimes. You can find the lists on our website www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.comwho commit these crimes. You can find the lists on our website www.policeprostitutionandpolitics.com

Victims of all other crimes (other than homicide)  must report the crime BEFORE the cops will investigateVictims of all other crimes (other than homicide)  must report the crime BEFORE the cops will investigate
and make an arrest... why not allow sex workers to do the same- if and when we are a victim?and make an arrest... why not allow sex workers to do the same- if and when we are a victim?

*100,000 sex workers with 10 “johns” per day, working 200 days per year=  200,000,000 “johns”

Ladies,
you have a

choice- a blow job
or jail... what’s it

gonna be?

Saving ‘one victim’ is worth destroying the lives of millions... right?Saving ‘one victim’ is worth destroying the lives of millions... right?


